One of the most challenging data analysis tasks of modern High Energy Physics experiments is the identification of particles. In this proceedings we review the new approaches used for particle identification at the LHCb experiment. Machine-Learning based techniques are used to identify the species of charged and neutral particles using several observables obtained by the LHCb sub-detectors. We show the performances of various solutions based on Neural Network and Boosted Decision Tree models.
Introduction
information from these subdetectors allows one to recognize 5 long-lived charged and neutral particles [1] . Advanced multi-6 variate techniques can be used to improve the PID performance 7 and control systematic uncertainties in a data-driven way. New 8 models were developed using environment of the LHCb Run 2.
9
These models show in general good performance and in addi-10 tion a better efficiency flatness. 
Charged particles

12
There are five types of charged particles that leave tracks at 13 the LHCb detector, namely, electron, muon, pion, kaon, proton.
14 This set of real tracks is complemented by ghost tracks, which 15 do not correspond to a real particle passed through the detec-16 tor. The PID algorithm has to provide one these six possible 17 outcomes thus forming a multi-class problem. The current so-18 lution was developed during Run 1 of data taking and consists 19 in a set of 5 neural networks with one hidden layer trained to 20 distinguish one particle species from the rest [1] .
21
To improve the baseline PID solution performance, several 
The PID performance of each classifier is shown in Fig 1 . 
52
Figure 2: Dependence between Flat 4d model efficiencies and particle transverse momentum for each particle type. The curves correspond to the same global signal efficiency of 60%. 
59
The most challenging case is when two photons from the π 0 60 decay are highly collinear, thus producing a calorimeter cluster 61 that looks similar to a cluster produced by a prompt photon.
62
The baseline model used to separate these responses is based The uniform dependence of the quality of the model from 82 particles properties is very important for optimal performance. hadron calorimeters, and muon chambers allows to achieve 94 high background rejection for charged particle identification.
95
Using machine learning approaches to analyse the raw energy 96 deposits in the calorimeter provides good prospects for high 97 quality neutral particle identification.
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